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Physical Geography:
1. Consider the following statements & select the correct answer from the
codes given below:
Assertion (A) : Equatorial counter current is not found in the Indian ocean
during summer season
Reason (R) : During summer season south-west monsoon current is dominant
in northern Indian Ocean.
Codes :
a. Both A and R are true, and R is the correct explanation of A.
b. Both A and R are true, but R is not the correct explanation of A.
c. A is True, but R is false.
d.A is false, but R is true.
ANS:A
2. Consider the following statements:
1. The Earth does not move along its orbit at a constant rate
2. The Earth moves fastest at perihelion and slowest at aphelion.
The above statements are true of which one of the following laws?
a. Kepler‘s Second law

b.Newton‘s Second law of motion

b. Ohm‘s Law

d.Newton‘s law of Gravitation

ANS:A
3. Match the following two lists and choose the correct answer from the
codes given below:
List-I (Oceans)

List –II

(Ridges)

A.Atlantic ocean

1. Cocos Ridge

B.Pacific ocean

2. Lomonosov ridge

C.Indian ocean

3. Dolphin ridge and challenge ridge

D.Arctic ocean

4. South East Indian ridge

1

Codes :
A

B

C

D

a.

2

4

1

3

b.

3

1

4

2

c.

1

2

3

4

d.

4

3

2

1

ANS:B
4. What is true about Nile?
1. Forms the largest delta of the world
2. The longest river of the world
3. Provides fertile soils and water for irrigation in a desert region
4. The Most voluminous river
a. 1 and 2

b. 1 and 3

c. 2 and 3

d. 3 and 4

ANS:C
5. Which one of the following is called marine snowfall ………..?
a) Fall of snowflakes on sea surface
b) Fall of hail on sea surface
c) Continuous fall of snow pillets on ocean floors.
d) Continuous fall of tiny marine sediments on ocean floors.
ANS:D
6.Consider the following statement(s) is/are related to the Eastern Ghats

I. It is a discontinuous range of mountains, which have been eroded and vivisected
by the four major rivers of southern India, the Godavari, Mahanadi, Krishna, and
Kaveri.

II.

The Nilgiri hills in Tamil Nadu lies at the junction of the Eastern and Western

Ghats.
Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
A. Only I

B. Only II

C. Both I and II

D. Neither I nor II

Answer: C
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Explanation: The Eastern Ghats are a discontinuous range of mountains along
India's eastern coast. The Eastern Ghats run from the northern Odisha through
Andhra Pradesh to Tamil Nadu in the south passing some parts of Karnataka and in
the Wayanad district of Kerala.
They are eroded and cut through by four major rivers of peninsular India, viz.
Godavari, Mahanadi, Krishna, and Kaveri. The mountain ranges run parallel to the
Bay of Bengal.
7.Consider the following statement(s) is/are related to the Thar Desert

I. The desert continues into Pakistan as the Cholistan Desert.
II.

Most of the Thar Desert is situated in Rajasthan, covering 61% of its

geographic area.
Which of the above statement(s) is/are correct?
A. Only I

B. Only II

C. Both I and II

D. Neither I nor II

Answer: C
Explanation: Thar Desert, also called Great Indian Desert, arid region of rolling
sand hills on the Indian subcontinent. It is located partly in Rajasthan state, northwestern India, and partly in Punjab and Sindh (Sind) provinces, eastern Pakistan.
The Thar Desert covers some 77,000 square miles (200,000 square km) of
territory. It is bordered by the irrigated Indus River plain to the west, the Punjab
Plain to the north and northeast, the Aravalli Range to the southeast, and the Rann
of Kachchh to the south.
8. When the streams flow in different directions from a central peak or
dome like structure, a pattern is developed which is called as:
(a) Dendritic Drainage Pattern
(c) Rectangular Drainage Pattern

(b) Trellis Drainage Pattern
(d) Radial Drainage Pattern

Answer: D
Explanation: A drainage pattern in which consequent streams radiate or diverge
outward, like the spokes of a wheel, from a high central area; it is best developed
on the slopes of a young, unbreached domal structure or of a volcanic cone.
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9. Climate is an important geographical phenomenon which determines
many things like vegetation, fauna and comfort of living. Consider the
following statements in this regard and Pick out the incorrect ones:

1. Weather refers to the sum total of weather conditions and variations over a large
area for a

long period of time.

2. Climate refers to the state of the atmosphere over an area at any point of time.
(a) 1 only

(b) 2 only

(c) Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: C
Explanation: Weather, state of the atmosphere at a particular place during a
short period of time. It involves such atmospheric phenomena as temperature,
humidity, precipitation (type and amount), air pressure, wind, and cloud cover.
Weather differs from climate in that the latter includes the synthesis of weather
conditions that have prevailed over a given area during a long time period—
generally 30 years.
10. Which of the following statement is/are correct?

1. Mahanadi river drainage basin is shared by Maharashtra, Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand and Orissa.

2. Godavari river drainage basin is largest among peninsular rivers.
3. There is no west flowing river in Madhya Pradesh
(a) 1 and 2 only

(b) 1 and 3 only

(c) 2 and 3 only

(d) All the above

Answer: A
Explanation: The Mahanadi basin is the 8th largest basin in the country having
total catchment area of 139681.51 sq. km which is nearly 4.28% of the total
geographical area of the country.


It lies between east longitudes 80° 30' to 86° 50' and north latitudes 19° 21' to
23° 35'.



The catchment area of the basin extends over major parts of Chhattisgarh and
Odisha and comparatively smaller portions of Jharkhand, Maharashtra and
Madhya Pradesh.



The Mahanadi basin is divided into 3 sub basins, namely upper, middle and
lower Mahanadi.
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The upper basin is a saucer shaped and mostly lies in Chhattisgarh state.

11.Consider the following statements. One labelled as the Assertion (A)
and other as Reason (R). Examine these two Statements carefully and
Select the correct answer by using the codes given below.
Assertion (A): Existence of human life on Venus is highly improbable
Reason (R): Venus has extremely high level of carbon dioxide in its atmosphere.
Codes:
a. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
b. Both A and R are true, but R is not the correct explanation of A.
c. A is true, but R is false.
d. A is false, but R is true.
ANS:A
12 The term syzygy is referred to when
a. The Earth is at perihelion and the Moon at perigee.
b. The Earth is at aphelion and the Moon at apogee.
c. The Moon and the Sun are at right angles with reference to the Earth.
d. The Moon, Sun and Earth lie along a straight line.
ANS:D
13.Consider the following statements. One labelled as the Assertion (A)
and other as Reason (R). Examine these two Statements carefully and
Select the correct answer by using the codes given below.
Assertion (A): To Orbit around Sun, the planet Mars takes lesser time than time
taken by the Earth.
Reason (R): The diameter of the planet Mars is less than that of the Earth.
Codes:
a. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
b. Both A and R are true, but R is not the correct explanation of A.
c. A is True, but R is false.
d. A is false, but R is true.
ANS:D
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14. Consider the following statements regarding asteroids and comets?
1. Asteroids are small rocky planetoids, while comets are formed of frozen gases
held together By rocky and metallic material.
2. Asteroids are found mostly between the orbits of Jupiter and Mars, while
comets are found Mostly between Venus and Mercury.
3. Comets show a perceptible glowing tail, while asteroids do not.
Which of the statements (s) given above is/are correct ?
a.1 only

b. 1 and 2 only

c.

1 and 3 only

d. 1, 2 and 3

ANS:C
15.Consider the following statements. One labelled as the Assertion (A)
and other as Reason (R). Examine these two Statements carefully and
Select the correct answer by using the codes given below.
Assertion (A): Comets revolve round the sun only in long elliptical orbit.
Reason (R): A comet develops a tail when it gets close to the sun.
Codes:
a. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
b. Both A and R are true, but R is not the correct explanation of A.
c. A is true, but R is false.
d. A is false, but R is true.
ANS:B

16.Which of the following National Highway connects the four metro
cities of India (Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai)?

A. National Highway 44

B. National Highway 47A

C. Golden Quadrilateral (GQ)

D. North-South Corridor of NHDP

Answer: C
Explanation: Golden Quadrilateral (GQ) stretch which connects the four metro
cities of India (Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai). One of achievements of the
Indian government is the 5846- km Golden Quadrilateral (GQ) highway. It is
designated as one of the longest highways in the world.
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It is basically a network of highways that connect the four major metropolitan cities
of the country in four directions - Delhi (North), Chennai (South), Kolkata (East)
and Mumbai (West) - thereby forming a quadrilateral, and hence the name Golden
Quadrilateral. Launched in 2001, this was the largest highway and a very ambitious
project.
17.Match the following:
Set I

Set II

a. Railwheel Factory

1. Patiala

b. Rail Coach Factory

2. Chennai

c. Integral Coach Factory

3. Kapurthala

d. Diesel Loco modernisation works

4. Bengaluru

a b c d
A.

1 2 3 4

B.

4 3 2 1

C.

3 1 2 4

D.

4 1 2 3

Answer: B
Explanation: The correct match is given below: Railwheel Factory- Bengaluru Rail
Coach Factory- Kapurthala
Integral Coach Factory- Chennai
Diesel Loco modernisation works- Patiala

18.Which railway line runs along the Indian west coast parallel to Arabian
Sea and Western Ghats?

B. South Central Railway4. Bengaluru

B. Konkan Railways

C. Southern Railway

D. South Eastern Railway

Answer: B
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Explanation: The Konkan Railways passes through 3 states of India – Goa,
Maharashtra and Karnataka. It runs along the Indian west coast parallel to
Arabian Sea and Western Ghats. It is an extremely beautiful and scenic route
running from Maharashtra till Karnataka.
19.What is the world ranking of Indian Railway network?
A.1st

B. 2nd

C. 3rd

D. 4thS

Answer: C
Explanation: Indian Railway is the 3rd largest rail network in the world after US
and China. It is a multi-gauge, multi-traction system.
20.Consider the following statements regarding the impact of
Economic liberalisation industrialisation in India:

1. The process of industrialization in India can be divided into two parts – before
and after 1992.

2. In August 1992, Government of India took a bold step by changing its
economic policies from state control to market forces.

3. The immediate cause of these changes in economic policy was to tide over
balance of payment crises but having wide social, economic, political and
geographical implications.
Which of the following statement(s) is/are correct?
a.

Only 1

b.1 and 2

c.2 and 3

d.All of the above

Answer: D
Explanation: The process of industrialization in India can be divided into two
parts – before and after 1992. During first forty years after independence the
Indian economy had diversified and expanded very fast. But this growth was
characterized by rigid controls and regulations. In August 1992, Government of
India took a bold step by changing its economic policies from state control to
market forces.A need was felt to give more responsibility to private capital and
enterprise, both domestic as well as foreign. In response to this, the new
industrial policy of liberalization, privatisation and globalization was adopted in
August 1992. The immediate cause of these changes in economic policy was to
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tide over balance of payment crises but having wide social, economic, political
and geographical implications.
21. Consider the following statements regarding the distribution of cotton
textile industry in India:
1. These mills are located in more than 88 centres in different parts of the country.
2. Majority of cotton textile mills are still located in the cotton growing areas of
the Great Plains and peninsular India.
Which of the following statement(s) is/are correct?
a. Only 1

b. Only 2

c. Both 1 and 2

d. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: c
Explanation: Cotton textile industry is one of the most widely distributed
industries in our country. These mills are located in more than 88 centres in
different parts of the country But majority of cotton textile mills are still located in
the cotton growing areas of the Great Plains and peninsular India.
Maharashtra is the leading producer of cotton textile in the country. Mumbai is
the major centre of textile mills. About a half of the Cotton textile mills are
located in Mumbai alone. It is, therefore, rightly called as ‗Cottonpolis‘ of India.
Sholapur, Kohlapur, Nagpur, Pune, Aurangabad and Jalgaon are other important
centres in Maharashtra.
22.Which of the following railway is not recognised by UNESCO World
heritage Site?

A. Darjeeling Himalayan Railway

B. Nilgiri Mountain Railway

C. Kalka-Shimla Railway

D. North-Eastern Railway

Answer: D
Explanation: There are two UNESCO World Heritage Sites on IR viz. the
Chatrapati Shivaji Terminus and the Mountain railways of India. Mountain railways
of India is not contiguous, but consists of three separate railway lines located in
different parts of the country viz. the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway; the Nilgiri
Mountain Railway; and the Kalka-Shimla Railway.
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23. India's first Post Office set up in which place?

(

)

B. Madras (Now Chennai)

B. Calcutta (Now Kolkata)

C. Bombay (Now Mumbai)

D. Delhi

Answer: C
Explanation: The first post office in India was established by British East India
Company in Bombay in 1764. Postage stamps were first used in India in 1852 at
district of scinde (also known as scinde dawK)

24.. Consider the following statements regarding layered structure of
earth:

1. Inner Core is the densest layer of earth‘s interior.
2. Continental crust is less dense than the oceanic crust.
Choose the correct statements?
a) Only 1

b) Only 2

c) Both 1 and 2

(

)

d) None of the above

Answer: c
Explanation: The Crust is the outermost solid part of the earth. It is brittle in
nature. The thickness of the crust varies under the oceanic and continental areas.
Oceanic crust is thinner as compared to the continental crust. The oceanic crust is
basalt and the mean density of material in oceanic crust is 2.7 g/cm3. The outer
core is in liquid state while the inner core is in solid state.

25. Consider the following statements regarding the gravitation force of
the earth:
1. Gravitation force is not same at different latitudes on the surface.
2. Gravitational force is greater near the poles and less at the equator.
Choose the incorrect statements:
a) Only 1

b) Only 2

c) Both 1 and 2

d) None of the above

Answer: d
Explanation: Gravity anomalies give us information about the distribution of
mass of the material in the crust of the earth. The gravity values differ according
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to the mass of material. The uneven distribution of mass of material within the
earth influences this value.
The reading of the gravity at different places differs from the expected values.
Such a difference is called gravity anomaly. The gravitation force is not the
same at different latitudes on the surface. It is greater near the poles and less at
the equator. This is because of the distance from the centre at the equator being
greater than that at the poles.
26.Which of the following types of farming is more suitable for the
production of crops like sugarcane, Wheat and rice?
A. Shifting farming
C. Subsistence farming

B. Irrigated farming
D. Terrace farming

Answer: B
Explanation:
Irrigated farming- This type of farming is practiced in the areas where average
rainfall is between 80 and 200 cms which is insufficient for certain crops. This
system of farming can be practised only in those areas where availability of water
from underground or surface water bodies like rivers, tanks, and lakes is sufficient
throughout the year. The other condition for this farming is the availability of
levelled agricultural land
27.Consider the following statements regarding the Agricultural Land Use
in India:
1.The net sown area, current fallows and land under tree crops and
groves are included in agricultural land use.
2.The agricultural land in India is little more than 50 per cent of the total
geographical area sin the country.
3.The per capita agricultural land in some select countries is lesser than India.
Which of the following statement(s) is/are correct?
A. 1 Only

B.

1 and 2

C. 2 and 3

D. All of the above

Answer: D
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Explanation: The net sown area, current fallows and land under tree crops and
groves are included in agricultural land use. The agricultural land in India is little
more than 50 per cent of the total geographical area in the country. This is the
highest share of land in any country in the world. But due to large size of
population in India, per capita arable land is available only 0.17 hectares, which is
lower than the world average (0.24 hec). The per capita agricultural land in some
select countries is much higher than India.
28.Which of the following types of land locally known as reh?

A. The land under the settlements, roads, mines and quarries along with barren
lands are included in this

B. The total land area on which crops are grown in a region.
C. It is the land in which crops were raised for some period of time but has
not been cultivated for the last five years due to certain deficiencies such as
alkalinity and salinity in the soils.

D. When lands are left unused to regain their lost fertility in a natural way.
Answer: C
Explanation: Cultivable Waste is the land in which crops were raised for some
period of time but has not been cultivated for the last five years due to certain
deficiencies such as alkalinity and salinity in the soils. Such cultivable wastes are
locally known as reh, bhur, usar, and khola in the some part of North India.
Meghalaya, Himachal Pradesh and Rajasthan have a very high share of cultivable
waste land in total land use in respective states.
29.With reference to the Fallow Lands which of the following statements is
incorrect?

A. When lands are left unused to erode away their fertility in a natural way is
called fallow land.

B. On the basis of usability criteria follow lands can be divided into two groups
current and old.
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C. Current fallow is the land in which no crop is raised during the current year.
D. Old fallow land remains unused for a period of one or more years but not
exceeding 5 years.
Answer: A
Explanation: When lands are left unused to regain their lost fertility in a natural
way is called fallow land. On the basis of usability criteria follow lands can be
divided into two groups current and old. Current fallow is the land in which no crop
is raised during the current year. Old fallow land remains unused for a period of
one or more years but not exceeding 5 years. This is due to low investment
capacity of numerous small and marginal farmers in advanced technology, lack of
awareness, loss of fertility of soil, inadequacy of rainfall, lacking in irrigational
facility etc.
30.Consider the following

1. Wheat is sown in mid-October-mid-November and harvested in March.
2. Wheat is grows well in cool, moist climate and ripens in a warm, dry climate.
Which of the above statement (s) is/are correct about climatic
conditions for Growing Wheat?
A. Only 1

B. Only 2

C. Both 1 and 2

D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: C
Explanation: Wheat is a Rabi crop. It is sown in mid-October-mid-November and
harvested in March. It grows well in cool, moist climate and ripens in a warm, dry
climate. The cool winters and the hot summers are conducive to a good crop. A
cloudless sky having bright sunshine during ripening and harvesting periods will
make better quality wheat. Winter rainfall is ideal
31. Which of these describes a system of agriculture where a single crop is
grown on a large scale?

(

1.Shifting agriculture

2.Plantation agriculture

3.Horticulture

4.Intensive agriculture

)
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Select correct answer
a. Only 1

b. Only 1, 2 c. Only 2

d. Only 2, 3 and 4

Answer: c
Explanation: Plantation agriculture is a form of commercial farming where crops
are grown for profit. Large land areas are needed for this type of agriculture.
Countries that have plantation agriculture usually experience tropical climate with
high annual temperatures and receive high annual rainfall. Plantation agriculture
has its roots in the past.
32.Which one of the following is announced by the government in support
of a crop?

(

)

1. Maximum support price
2. Minimum support price
3. Moderate support price
4. Influential support price
Select correct answer
a. Only 1

b. Only 1, 2 c. Only 2

d. Only 2, 3 and 4

Answer: C
Explanation: Minimum Support Price (MSP) is a form of market intervention by the
Government of India to insure agricultural producers against any sharp fall in farm
prices. The minimum support prices are announced by the Government of India at
the beginning of the sowing season for certain crops on the basis of the
recommendations of the Commission for Agricultural Costs and Prices (CACP).
33. Which of the following is not matched correctly? (

A. Rabi Crop

Mustard, Cucumber

B. Rabi Crop

Mustard, Barley

C. Zaid Crop

Moong, vegetables

D. Kharif Crop

Cotton

)

Answer: A
Explanation: The agriculture in India is an important topic in Indian geography.
49% of the population in India is dependent on agriculture. In the total
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geographical area in India, 141 million hectares is the net sown area while 195
million hectare is the gross cropped area. Agriculture in India contributes to 14% of
the GDP and the distribution of income and wealth. It provides essential amenities
like food for the people and fodder for the animals. It also provides the major
source of raw materials to the agro-based industries in India.
34. Which agency is responsible for procurement, distribution and storage
of food grain production in India?

(

)

A. Ministry of Agriculture
B. Food Corporation of India
C. NAFED
D. TRIFED
Select correct answer
a. Only 1

b. Only 1, 2 c. Only 2

d. Only 2, 3 and 4

Answer: c
Explanation: "Food Corporation of India‖ is sensible for ―distribution and storage
of the food grain in India‖. It was structured under the Food Corporation Act of
1964 with the following objectives:

1. Guarantee minimal prices for agricultural products.
2. Adhere to the minimal food stock levels to protect food safety (Buffer stock)
3. Effectively and judicial distribution of food across the country, especially in the
lower section of people.

4. Increase price stability and protect the interest of the farmers.
35.Which of the above statement (s) is/are correct about climatic
conditions for Growing Wheat?

I. Wheat is sown in mid-October-mid-November and harvested in March.
II.

Wheat is grows well in cool, moist climate and ripens in a warm, dry climate.

A. 1 Only

B. 2 Only

C. Both 1 and 2

D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: C
Explanation: Wheat is a Rabi crop. It is sown in mid-October-mid-November and
harvested in March. It grows well in cool, moist climate and ripens in a warm, dry
15

climate. The cool winters and the hot summers are conducive to a good crop. A
cloudless sky having bright sunshine during ripening and harvesting periods will
make better quality wheat. Winter rainfall is ideal.
36.Depletion of ozone layer causes, Which of the following?

1. Cataract in eyes leading to blindness
2. Reduced productivity of forests
3. Lung infection
Select the correct answer from the following codes
A. 1 Only

B. 1 and 2 Only

C. 2 and 3 Only

D. 1, 2 and 3

Answer: B
Explanation: Depletion of ozone layer permits passage of UV radiation on earth‘s
atmosphere which causes sunburn, cataract in eyes leading to blindness, skin
cancer, reduced productivity of forests. Respiratory problems occur due to air
pollution.
37. Which of the following is/are not Green House Gases?

1. Nitrous oxide
2. Ozone
3. Sulphur dioxide
Select the correct answer from the following codes
A. 3 Only

B. 1 and 2 Only

C. 2 and 3 Only

D. 1, 2 and 3

Answer: A
Explanation: Atmospheric gases like carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
water vapour, and Chlorofluorocarbons are capable of trapping the out-going
infrared radiation from the earth.
38.Consider the following reasons which are responsible to keep India
at the bottom of the Human Development:
1. Rapid increase in population
2. Large number of adult illiterates and low gross enrolment ratio
3. Inadequate government expenditure on education and health
16

Which of the following statement(s) is/are correct?
A. 1 Only

B. 1 and 2 Only

C. 1, 2 and 3

D. 1 and 3 Only

Answer: C
Explanation: The following are the reasons to keep India at the bottom of human
development (a) rapid increase in population (b) large number of adult illiterates
and low gross enrolment ratio (c) high drop-out rates (d) inadequate government
expenditure on education and health, (e) large proportion of underweight children
as well as under nourished people (f) very poor sanitation facilities and low access
to essential lifesaving medicines.
39.Consider the following statement (s) related to pillars of human
development.

(

)

1. Equity means making equal access to opportunities available to everybody
that opportunities available to people must be equal irrespective of their
gender, race, income and in the Indian case, caste.

2. Sustainability to the human labour productivity or productivity in terms of
human work that must be constantly enriched by building capabilities in people.
Which is / are correct option?
A. 1 Only

B. 2 Only

C. Both 1 and 2

D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: A
Explanation: The term ‗human development‘ may be defined as an expansion of
human capabilities, a widening of choices, ‗an enhancement of freedom, and a
fulfilment of human rights.At the beginning, the notion of human development
incorporates the need for income expansion. However, income growth should
consider expansion of human capabilities.
40.Consider

the

following

statements

about

the

population

density/growth in India. Which are Correct?
Assam and most of the peninsular states have moderate population
densities

1. The Northern Plains and Kerala in the south have high to very high population
densities
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2. Since 1981 the rate of population growth started declining gradually in India
3. Meghalaya is having the highest decadal growth in the 2011 census
A. 1 & 2 Only

B. 1, 2 & 4 Only

C. 1, 2 & 3 Only

D. All the above

Answer: D
Explanation: Areas of Moderate Density: Gujarat (258), Karnataka (276),
Andhra Pradesh (277), Tripura (305), Maharashtra (315), Jharkhand (338),
Assam (340), Goa (364), Dadra and Nagar Haveli (449), Haryana (478), Tamil
Nadu (480) and Punjab (484) are included in this category.
Since 1981, the rate of growth started declining gradually, because of
popularized.

(a) Family planning measures were adopted, leading to decline in the birth rate.
41.Consider the following statement (s) is/ are related to the
Population composition

1. Population is divided into two parts-rural and urban on the basis of the size
and occupation of settlements.

2. The distribution within a group of people of specified individual
attributes such as sex, age, marital status, education, occupation, and
relationship to the head of household.
Which of the following statement(s) is true?
A. 1 Only

B. 2 Only

C. Both 1 & 2

D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: C
Explanation: The distribution within a group of people of specified individual
attributes such as sex, age, marital status, education, occupation, and relationship
to the head of household is called Population composition. Population is divided
into two parts-rural and urban on the basis of the size and occupation of
settlements. The rural population consists of small sized settlements scattered
over the countryside. Urban population is one that lives in large size settlements
i.e. towns and cities.
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42.Which of the following attributes supplement when the geographer
defines patterns and processes of spatial interaction?

A. Accessibility and connectivity.

B. Density and dispersion.

C. Diffusion and pattern.

D. Pedestrian cities.

Answer: D
Explanation: SPATIAL INTERACTION IS A dynamic flow process from one location
to another. It is a general concept that may refer to the movement of human beings
such as intraurban commuters or intercontinental migrants, but may also refer to
traffic in goods such as raw materials or to flows of intangibles such as information.
While the origin of the term may be traced to French geographers of the early 20th
century, Edward Ullman's Geography as Spatial Interaction is normally cited as the
seminal statement of the concept.
43.Consider the following statement (s) related to composition of
population.

1. The population is usually divided into three age groups- children (0-14yrs),
adults (15-59yrs) and aged (60 and over).

2. Population of males and females, children, young and old comprises the
population of a country.
Which is / are correct option?
A. 1 Only

B. 2 Only

C. Both 1 and 2

D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: C
Explanation: Population of males and females, children, young and old comprises
the population of a country. The population is usually divided into three age groupschildren (0-14yrs), adults (15- 59yrs) and aged (60 and over). This is called agegroup of population. The proportion of adult population is the least variable in the
three groups. The main difference is found in the population of children and old
people.

44.Which one of the following is NOT one of the indicators for the Human
Development Index dimensions?
A. Real GNP per capita (PPP$)

B. Birth rates
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C. Life expectancy at birth

D. Educational

attainment
Answer: B
Explanation: UNDP has released the annual HDI 2019 report. The focus of the
2019 Report is on ‗Inequality in Human Development‘. India‘s position: India‘s
rank- 129. Last year‘s rank- 130.
Despite lifting 271 million people out of poverty between 2005-15, India still
remains home to 28% (364 million) of the world‘s poor.
45.Which of the following statements is correct regarding Economic
Development and Human Development?

A. The basic difference between Economic development and Human
development is that Human development entirely focuses on the increase of
income whereas the economic development believes in expanding and
widening of all aspects of human life be it economic, social, political, cultural,
etc.

B. In economic aspect human development is one of the essential elements.
C. The basic idea behind Human development is that it is the use of income
and not the income itself that decides the human choices.

D. The real wealth of a nation is its Economy; therefore, the goal of
development should be the enrichment of the whole economy.
Answer: B
Explanation: The basic difference between economic development and human
development is that economic development entirely focuses on the increase of
income whereas the human development believes in expanding and widening of all
aspects of human life be it economic, social, political, cultural, etc.
46. Consider the following statements regarding distribution of
mineral and energy resources in India: (

)

1. Coal deposits are mostly associated with Gondwana system.
2. Dharwar and Cuddapah systems contain resources of major metallic minerals
like copper, lead, zinc etc.

3.

Major non-metallic minerals like limestone,
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dolomite, gypsum, calcium, sulphate etc are found in and upper Vindhyan
system.
Which of the following statement(s) is/are correct?
a. 1 Only

b. 1 and 2 Only

c.

2 and 3 Only

d. All of the above

Answer: d
Explanation: The distribution of mineral and energy resources is
neven. It‘s because occurrence of mineral resources are associated
with certain types of geological formation. Coal deposits are mostly
associated with Gondwana system, Dharwar and Cuddapah systems
contain resources of major metallic minerals
like copper, lead, zinc etc and major non-metallic minerals like
limestone, dolomite, gypsum, calcium, sulphate etc are found in
Cuddapah and upper Vindhyan system.
47.With reference to the coal reserves in India which of the
following statements is incorrect?

a. Coal is used as raw material in chemical and fertiliser industries and in the
production of thousands of items of daily use.

b. Coals are mainly found in the Gondwana and Tertiary coal field.
c. The states of Jharkhand, West Bengal, Chhattisgarh, Andhra Pradesh
and Orissa are the leading producers of coal.

d. The bulk of lignite reserves are found in and around Kolar in Karnataka.
Answer: d
Explanation: Coal is used as raw material in chemical and fertiliser industries
and in the production of thousands of items of daily use. Coals are mainly found
in the Gondwana and Tertiary coal field. The states of Jharkhand, West Bengal,
Chhattisgarh, Andhra Pradesh and Orissa are the leading producers of coal.
The bulk of lignite reserves are found in and around Neyveli in Tamil Nadu.
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48. Consider the following statements regarding distribution of coal fields
in India:

(

)

1. Coal in India occurs in two important types of coal fields which are
Gondwana coal fields and Tertiary coal fields.
2. Out of the total coal reserves and production in India, Gondwana coal fields
contribute 98% and the rest 2% is produced by tertiary coal fields.
The Gondwana coal fields are located in the sedimentary rock systems of lower
Gondwana Age. Which of the following statement(s) is/are correct?
A.

1 and 2 Only

B.

2 and 3 Only

C.

1 and 3 Only

D.

All

are Correct
Answer: D
Explanation: Coal in India occurs in two important types of coal fields. They are
the Gondwana coal fields and Tertiary coal fields. Out of the total coal reserves
and production in India, Gondwana coal fields contribute 98% and the rest 2% is
produced by tertiary coal fields.
49. Consider the following statements regarding the mineral resource of
India:

1. India possesses more than 100 minerals, out of which only 30
minerals have economic significance.

2. Reserves of petroleum and some non-ferrous metallic minerals are
inadequate in India and in order to fulfil the internal demands for these
minerals, the country is dependent on the imports from other countries.

3. After independence though export continues but also mineral
production has picked up in consonance with the increasing industrial
demands in the country.
Which of the following statement(s) is/are correct?
a. Only 1

b.

1 and 2

c.

2 and 3

d.

All of the above

Answer: d
Explanation: India is richly endowed with minerals. Our country possesses more
than 100 minerals. Out of 100 minerals, there are 30 minerals which have
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economic significance. Some of the examples are coal, iron ore, manganese,
bauxite, mica etc. The situation is also satisfactory in feldspar, florides, limestones, dolomite and gypsum etc. But the reserves of petroleum and some nonferrous metallic minerals especially copper, lead, zinc, tin, graphite are
inadequate. Non-ferrous minerals are those which do not contain iron. Country
fulfills internal demands for these minerals by importing them from other
countries.
50. Which of the following factors are not necessary to set up an iron and
steel plant?

1. Proximity to iron-ore mines
2. Availability of coking coal
3. Good resources of limestone and manganese
4. Nearness to a water body to discharge wastes
Select correct answer:
A. 1 and 2 only

B. 2 and 3 only

C. 4 Only

D. 1, 2 and 3

Answer: C
Explanation: Factors influencing the locations of Iron and steel industries:

1. Raw material: Mostly large integrated steel plants are located close to source
of raw materials, as they use large quantity of heavy and weight losing raw
materials. E.g. Concentration of Iron and steel industry in Chota Nagpur regionPresence of Iron ore in this region. TISCO at Jamshedpur.

2. Markets: As its heavy & bulky transportation cost is high. Therefore nearness
to market is important especially for mini steel plants access to nearby markets
is most important in order to minimize transportation cost. Also as mini steel
plants

rely

on

scrap

metal

they

are

mostly

present

in

Maharashtra.

Visakhapatnam steel plant located near the coast has excellent import-export
facility

3. Labour: Availability of cheap labour is also important. Eg: Rourkhela plant,
Orisa; Bhilai steel plant in Chattisgarh, mostly in Chota Nagpur region

4. Availability of electricity mostly hydro and water for cooling. Eg: Bokaro steel
plant on banks of river Damodar, Visheshwarya steel plant, Kar near river
Bhadra.
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Subject : Environment and Ecology :
51.Which of the following statements regarding 'Green Climate Fund'
is/are correct?
1. It is intended to assist the developing countries in adaptation and mitigation
practices to counter climate change.
2. It is founded under the aegis of UNEP, OECD, Asian Development Bank and World
Bank.
Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: (a)
Explanation:- The Green Climate Fund (GCF) is a fund within the framework of
the UNFCCC founded as a mechanism to redistribute money from the developed to
the developing world, in order to assist the developing countries in adaptation
and mitigation practices to counter climate change. The Fund is governed by the
GCF Board. The assets of the GCF will be administered by a trustee only for the
purpose of, and in accordance with, the relevant decisions of the GCF Board. The
World Bank was invited by the COP to serve as the interim trustee of the GCF,
subject to a review three years after operation of the Fund.
52.„Gadgil Committee Report‟ and „Kasturirangan Committee Report‟,
sometimes seen in the news, are related to
(a) constitutional reforms
(b) Ganga Action Plan
(c) linking of rivers
(d) protection of Western Ghats

Answer:(d)
Explanation:(i)

The

Gadgil

Commission

was

an

environmental

research

commission appointed by the Ministry of Environment and Forests of India. The
Commission submitted the report to the Government of India on 31 August 2011.
The Kasturirangan Committee Report has sought to balance the two concerns of
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development and environment protection, by watering down the environmental
regulation regime proposed by the Western Ghats Ecology Experts Panel‘s Gadgil
report in 2012.
(ii) They‘re associated with Western Ghat conservation plan.
53.With reference to „Red Sanders‟, sometimes seen in the news, consider
the following statements:

(

)

1)It is a tree species found in a part of South India.
2)It is one of the most important trees in the tropical rain forest areas of South
india.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: (a)
Explantion: (i) Pterocarpus santalinus, with the common names Red Sanders,
Red Sandalwood, and saunders- wood, is a species of Pterocarpus endemic to
the southern Eastern Ghats mountain range of South India. This tree is valued
for the rich red color of its wood. The wood is not aromatic.
(ii) It was in national media during April 2015, when Andhra Pradesh police killed

20 Red Sander smugglers in an encounter. So first statement is right.
(iii)

Red Sanders is associated with Tropical dry deciduous forest, as per

environment ministry website, Hence 2nd statement wrong.
54. Consider the following statements:
1.

(

)

In tropical regions, Zika virus disease is transmitted by the same
mosquito that transmits dengue.

2.

Sexual transmission of Zika virus disease is possible.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2 (d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: (c)
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Explanation: Dengue, Zika and chikungunya are spread through a common
vector, the Aedes aegypti mosquito. So first statement is right. Although Zika
virus is primarily transmitted through mosquitoes, it can also be sexually
transmitted as well. So second statement also right.
55. The increasing amount of carbon dioxide in the air is slowly raising the
temperature of the atmosphere, because it absorbs
a) the water vapour of the air and retains its heat.
b) the ultraviolet part of the solar radiation.
c) all the solar radiations.
d) the infrared part of the solar radiation
Answer: d)
Explanation: the infrared part of the solar radiation (outgoing radiation)
• Among GHGs, only water vapor has the ability to absorb both incoming (UV) and
outgoing (infrared) radiation.
56. Consider the following statements:
(1) The International Solar Alliance was launched at the United Nations

Climate Change Conference in 2015.
(2) The Alliance includes all the member countries of the United Nations.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)1 only

(b) 2 only

(c)

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Both 1 and 2

Answer: (a)
Explanation: (i) The COP-21 Climate Conference was held in Paris, France
from 30 November to 12 December 2015.During this conference, India and France
have launched the International Solar Alliance (ISA). International Solar
Alliance includes an alliance of 121 countries located between Tropic of Cancer
and Tropic of Capricorn.
(ii) While ISA was launched on Sidelines of Paris Summit, therefore first statement
right but it includes only the 121 countries between Capricorn and Cancer receiving
sunlight for 300 days or more. Hence 2nd statement is wrong.
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57. With reference to the Agreement at the UNFCCC Meeting in Paris in
2015, which of the following statements is/are correct?
1.

`

The Agreement was signed by all the member countries of the UN and
it will go into effect in 2017.

2.

The Agreement aims to limit the greenhouse gas emissions so that the
rise in average global temperature by the end of this century does not
exceed 2 °C or even 1.5 °C above pre-industrial levels.

3.

Developed countries acknowledged their historical responsibility in
global warming and committed to donate $ 1000 billion a year from
2020 to help developing countries to cope with climate change.

Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

1 and 3 only

(b) 2 only

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (b)
Explanation:

(i) The agreement emphasized on urgent need to address the

significant gap between the aggregate effect of Parties‘ mitigation pledges in terms
of global annual emissions of greenhouse gases by 2020 and aggregate emission
pathways consistent with holding the increase in the global average temperature
to well below 2°C above preindustrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the
temperature increase to 1.5°C above preindustrial levels.
(ii) Paris Summit - not all nations have signed the agreement and there is no
deadline to ratify it. hence, statement 1 is wrong. This eliminates a and b. And
developed countries committed to give $100 billion by 2020. But, for future, there
is no mention of giving $1,000 billion dollars. Therefore, third statement wrong.
We are left with Answer (b) only.

58. Consider the following statements: (

)

1. The Sustainable Development Goals were first proposed in 1972 by a global
think tank called the ‗Club of Rome‘.
2. The Sustainable Development Goals have to be achieved by 2030.
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Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: (b)
Explanation:

At the United Nations Sustainable Development Summit on 25

September 2015, world leaders adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, which includes a set of 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
to end poverty, fight inequality and injustice, and tackle climate change by 2030.
The history of the SDGs can be traced to 1972 when governments met under the
auspices of the United Nations Human and Environment Conference. The ‗Club of
Rome‘ is a global think tank that deals with a range of international political issues.

59.The term „Intended Nationally Determined Contributions‟ is sometimes
seen in the news in the context of
(a) pledges made by the European countries to rehabilitate refugees from

the war-affected Middle East
(b) plan of action outlined by the countries of the world to combat climate

change
(c) capital contributed by the member countries in the establishment of

Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
(d) plan of action outlined by the countries of the world regarding

Sustainable Development Goals
Answer: (b)
Explanation:

(i) Countries across the globe committed to create a new

international climate agreement by the conclusion of the U.N. Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Conference of the Parties (COP21) in
Paris in December 2015.
(ii) INDC are associated with UNFCCC-Climate change. Hence b) is the apt
choice.
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60.What

is/are

the

importance/importances

Convention to Combat Desertification‟? (

of

the

„United

Nations

)

a. It aims to promote effective action through innovative national
programs and supportive inter-national partnerships.
b. It has a special/particular focus on South Asia and North Africa
regions, and its Secretariat facilitates the allocation of major portion of
financial resources to these regions.
c. It

is

committed

to

bottom-up

approach, encouraging

the

participation of local people in combating the desertification.
Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (c)
Explanation: (i) United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD)
aims to promote effective action through innovative national programmes and
supportive international partnerships. UNCCD is committed to a bottom-up
approach,

encouraging

the participation

of

local

people

in

combating

desertification.
(ii) As per of the convention, Statement 3 is right. But UNCCCD focuses on
Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, Northern Mediterra- nean and
Central and Eastern Europe. Hence state- ment 2 is wrong. Therefore, answer
(c).
61. Consider the following statement about bioremediation.
1. It may be defined as any process that uses microorganisms or their
enzymes to return the Environment altered by contaminants to its original
condition.
2. Bioremediation may be employed in order to attack specific contaminants,
such as chlorinated Pesticides that are degraded by bacterial.
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Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
a. Only 1

b. Only 2

c.

1 and 2

d. Neither 1 nor 2

ANS:C
62. Which of the following statements about Radioactive pollution are
correct ?
1. It causes genetic changes in the animals.
2. It Causes disbalance among different minerals in the soil.
3. It Hinders blood circulation.
4. It causes cancers.
Select the correct answer from the codes given below Codes:
a.1 and 2

b.1 and 4

c. 1, 3 and 4

d. 2, 3 and 4

ANS:
63. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): Use of weedicides affect Photo-synthetic ability of plants.
Reason (R)

: Weedicides are metabolic inhibitors

Codes:
a.Both A and R are true, R is the correct explanation of A.
b.Both A and R are true, but R is not the correct explanation of A.
c. A is true, R is false.
d.A is false, R is true.
ANS:A
64. Consider the following statements:
1. Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) to reduce Short Lived Climate
Pollutants is a unique

Initiative of G20 Group of countries.

2.The CCAC focuses on methane, black carbon and hydro fluorocarbons.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
a. 1 only

b. Both 1 and 2

c. 2 only

d. Neither 1 nor 2

ANS:C
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65. Which one of the following atmospheric changes takes place due to
green house effect?
a. Increase in carbon dioxide concentration in atmosphere
b. Increase in humidity in atmosphere
c. Increase in biological population
d. Increase in wind speed
ANS:A
66. In India, in which one of the following types of forests is teak a
dominant tree species?
A.Tropical moist deciduous forest
C.Tropical thorn scrub forest

B. Tropical rain forest
D.Temperate forest with grasslands

Answer: (a)
Explanation: The tropical moist deciduous forests are found in Sahyadris, the
north-eastern parts of the peninsula and along the foothills of the Himalayas. Teak
and sal are found in these forests.

67. Which one of the following is the best description of the term
'ecosystem'?
A community of organisms interacting with one another.
B. That part of the Earth which is inhabited by living organisms.
C. A community of organisms together with the environment in which
they live
D.The flora and fauna of a geographical area
Answer: (c)
Explantion: An ecosystem includes all of the living things (plants, animals and
organisms) in a given area, interacting with each other, and also with their nonliving environments (weather, earth, sun, soil, climate, atmosphere).
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68. With reference to the Indian Renewable Energy Development
Agency Limited
(IREDA), which of the following statements is/are correct?
1.

It is a Public Limited Government Company.

2.

It is a Non - Banking Financial Company.

Select the correct answer using the code given below.
A.

1 only

B. 2 only

C.

Both 1 and 2

D. Neither 1 or 2

Answer: (c)
Explantion: IREDA is a Public Limited Government Company which was established
as a Non-Banking Financial Institution in 1987 under the administrative control of
MNRE to promote, develop and extend financial assistance for renewable energy and
energy efficiency /conservation projects with the motto: "ENERGY FOR EVER".

69. Which of the following National Parks is unique in being a swamp
with floating vegetation that supports a rich biodiversity?
(a) Bhitarkanika National Park
(b) Keibul Lamjao National Park
(c) Keoladeo Ghana National Park
(d) Sultanpur National Park

Answer: (b)
Explantion: The Keibul Lamjao National Park is a national park located in Manipur.
It is 40 km in area and the only floating park in the world which is located in North
East India, and an integral part of Loktak Lake.

70. With reference to the International Union for Conservation of
Nature

and

Natural

Resources

(IUCN) and

the

Convention

on

International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES), which of the following
Statements is/are correct?
1.

(

IUCN is an organ of the United Nations and CITES is an international
agreement between governments.
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2.

IUCN runs thousands of field projects around the world to better
manage natural environments.

3.

CITES is legally binding on the States that have joined it, but this
Convention does not take the place of national laws.

Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (b)
Explantion: IUCN is not an organ of UN. It has observer and consultative status at
the United Nations.
71. Consider the following statements
1.In Ecology, an ecosystem is a naturally occurring assemblage of organism
Living organism – also referred to as a biotic community or biocoenosis)
living together with their Environment (or biotope), function as a unit of
sorts.
2. The term ― ecosystem‖ first coined by Arthur Tansely.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct ?
a.Only 1

b. Only 2

c. Both 1 and 2

d. Neither 1 nor 2

ANS:C
72. Which of the following statements are true about ecosystem? Select
the correct answer from the codes:
1. Eco System comprises both biotic and abiotic components.
2. Solar radiation is the main driving force of the ecosystem.
3. Ecosystem is a closed system.
4. Ecosystem does not have its own productivity.
Codes :
a.1 and 2

b. 2 and 3

c.1 and 3

d. 3 and 4

ANS:A
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73. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A): Plants are called primary producers.
Reason (R): Plants produce their food themselves through the process of
photosynthesis
Select the correct answer from the codes given below:
a. Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
b. Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
c. A is true, but R is false.
d. A is false, but R is true.
ANS:A
74. Consider the following statements:
Assertion (A) : Ecological productivity decreases from the equator towards the
poles.
Reason (R)

: Isolation rapidly decreases from the equator towards the poles.

Select the correct answer from the codes given below
Codes :
a. Both A and R are true R is the correct explanation of A
b. Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
c. A is true but R is false.
d. A is false but R is true.
ANS:A
75.In a rural hilly district in Himachal Pradesh, a land developer uses
bulldozers to clear all but The largest trees and cleans up a nearby stream,
lining the bottom of the stream with pretty rocks and steeping –stones.
Planting lawn grasses around the base of the trees, the owner wants to
create a pretty park-like setting around his home. We except that in this
cleared yard, there will be:
a. More species of invertebrates in the stream and on the land but fewer
species of vertebrates and Plants everywhere.
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b. more mammal and plant species, but fewer birds and invertebrates on the
land and in the stream
c. fewer

species

of

vertebrates

and

plants

everywhere

but

more

invertebrates in the stream
d. fewer species of plants, invertebrates, and vertebrates everywhere
ANS:B

76. In the communities found deep in the ocean off the shore of Japan,
bacteria have special enzymes that allow them to form organic matter by
chemosynthesis. These communities frequently have worms, clams, shrimp
and many other organism clustered together. These communities nestle
around hydrothermal vents where super heated water, springs from the
bottom of the ocean. In hydrothermal vent communities, we would not
expect to find :
a. Carbon compounds

b. chemosynthesis

c. chlorophyll

d. Producers

ANS:C
77. Consider following statements about the estuary
1. Estuary is a place where the river fresh water meets with ocean water
2. This area is highly productive
3. This area is highly unproductive
4. All of the above.
Which of above the statements is/are true?
a.(I) only

b. (II) only c. (I) and II

d.(III) only

ANS:C
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78. Consider the following statements in respect of Trade Related Analysis
of Fauna and Flora in
Commerce (TRAFFIC):
1. TRAFFIC is a bureau under United Nations Environment Programme(UNEP)
2. The Mission of TRAFFIC is to ensure that trade in wild plants and animals
is not a threat to the conservation of nature.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
a. 1 only

b. 2 Only

c. Both 1 and 2

d. Neither 1 nor 2

ANS:B
79. It is possible to produce algae based bio fuels, but what is/are the
likely limitation(s) of Developing countries in promoting this industry?
1. Production of algae based bio fuels is possible in seas only and not on
continents.
2. Setting up and engineering the algae based bio fuel production requires
high level of expertise.
Technology until the construction is completed.
3. Economically viable production necessitates the setting up of large scale
facilities which may raise ecological and social concerns.
Select the Correct answer using the codes given below :
a. 1 and 2 only

b. 2 and 3 only

c.

d. 1,2 and 3

3 Only

ANS:B
80. Consider the following statements:
1. In tropical regions, Zika virus disease is transmitted by the same mosquito
that transmits dengue.
2. Sexual transmission of Zika virus disease is possible.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
a. 1 only

b. 2 only

c. Both 1 and 2

d. Neither 1 nor 2

ANS:C
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81. Which of the following best describes/ describe the aim of „Green India
Mission‟ of the Government of India?
1. Incorporating environmental benefits and costs into the Union and State
Budgets thereby implementing the ‗green accounting‘
2. Launching the second green revolution to enhance agricultural output so as to
ensure food security to one and all in the future
3. Restoring and enhancing forest cover and responding to climate change by a
combination of adaptation and mitigation measures
Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

1 only (b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

3 only (d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (c)
Explanation: (i) The National Mission for a Green India was announced by the
Prime Minister as one of the eight Missions under the National Action Plan on
Climate Change (NAPCC). It recognizes that climate change phenomenon will
seriously affect and alter the distribution, type and quality of natural resources of
the country. GIM puts the ―greening‖ in the context of climate change adaptation
and mitigation, meant to enhance ecosystem services like carbon sequestration and
storage (in forests and other ecosystems), hydrological services and biodiversity;
along with provisioning services like fuel, fodder, small timber.
82. In the cities of our country, which among the following atmospheric
gases are normally considered in calculating the value of Air Quality
Index?
1.Carbon dioxide
4.Sulfur dioxide

2.Carbon monoxide
5.

3. Nitrogen dioxide

Methane

Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

1, 2 and 3 only

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only

(c)

1, 4 and 5 only

(d) 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

Answer: (b)
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Explanation: (i) The AQI level is based on the level of 8 atmospheric pollutants,
namely sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), suspended particulates smaller
than 10 µm in aerodynamic diameter (PM10), suspended particulates smaller than
2.5 µm in aerodynamic diameter (PM2.5), NH3, Pb, carbon monoxide (CO), and
ozone (O3) measured at the monitoring stations throughout. So by elimination we
are left with option ―b‖.
83. Consider the following statements:

1.

Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) to reduce Short Lived Climate
Pollutants is a unique initiative of G20 group of countries.

2.

The CCAC focuses on methane, black carbon and hydrofluorocarbons.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: (b)
Explantion: CCAC was formed in 2012 by UNEP and Ghana, Bangladesh etc.
countries. So first statement is wrong.Second statement is right- they focus on
Short Lived Climate Pollutants such as methane, black carbon and
hydrofluorocarbons.
84. When the bark of a tree is removed in a circular fashion all around near
its base, it generally dries up and dies because
a) Water from soil cannot rise to aerial parts.
b) Roots are starved of energy
c) Tree is infected by soil microbes
d) Roots do not receive oxygen for respiration
Answer: b)
Explanation: roots are starved of energy as the phloem (food carrying tissue) is
cut off.
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85.Consider the following statements: Chlorofluorocarbons, known as
ozone- depleting sub- stances, are used
1) in the production of plastic foams
2) in the production of tubeless tyres
3) in cleaning certain electronic components
4) as pressurizing agents in aerosol cans
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
a) 1, 2 and 3 only
b) 4 only
c) 1, 3 and 4 only
d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
Answer: b)
Explanation: CFCs are used as refrigerants and pressurizing agents
86. Which of the following best describes/ describe the aim of „Green
India Mission‟ of the Government of India?
1.

(

)

Incorporating environmental benefits and costs into the Union and
State Budgets thereby implementing the ‗green accounting‘

2.

Launching the second green revolution to enhance agricultural output
so as to ensure food security to one and all in the future

3.

Restoring and enhancing forest cover and responding to climate
change by a combination of adaptation and mitigation measures

Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (c)
Explanation: (i) The National Mission for a Green India was announced by the
Prime Minister as one of the eight Missions under the National Action Plan on
Climate Change (NAPCC). It recognizes that climate change phenomenon will
seriously affect and alter the distribution, type and quality of natural resources
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of the country. GIM puts the ―greening‖ in the context of climate change
adaptation and mitigation, meant to enhance ecosystem services like carbon
sequestration and storage (in forests and other ecosystems), hydrological
services and biodiversity; along with provisioning services like fuel, fodder,
small timber.

87. „Net metering‟ is sometimes seen in the news in the context of
promoting the
(a) production and use of solar energy by the households/consumers
(b) use of piped natural gas in the kitchens of households
(c) installation of CNG kits in motor-cars
(d) installation of

water meters in

urban households

Answer: (a)
Explanation: (i) A Net metering is a billing mechanism that credits solar
energy system owners for the electricity they add to the grid. Net metering
allows residential and commercial customers who generate their own electricity
from solar power to feed electricity they do not use back into the grid.
(ii) Under Net-metering system, Customer installs a solar or windpower plant on
his premise, gets it grid-connected with the electricity distribution company
(DISCOM) Hence (a) is the apt choice.

88. „Gadgil Committee Report‟ and „Kasturirangan Committee Report‟,
sometimes seen in the news, are related to

(

)

a.constitutional reforms
b.Ganga Action Plan
c.linking of rivers
d.protection of Western Ghats
Answer:(d)
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Explanation:

(i) The Gadgil Commission was

an environmental research

commission appointed by the Ministry of Environment and Forests of India. The
Commission submitted the report to the Government of India on 31 August 2011.
The Kasturirangan Committee Report has sought to balance the two concerns of
development and environment protection, by watering down the environmental
regulation regime proposed by the Western Ghats Ecology Experts Panel‘s Gadgil
report in 2012.
(ii) They‘re associated with Western Ghat conservation plan.

89. On which of the following can you find the Bureau of Energy
Efficiency Star Label?

(

)

1. Ceiling fans
2. Electric geysers
3. Tubular fluorescent lamps
Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (d)
Explanation: (i) The Bureau of Energy Efficiency is an agency of the Government of
India, under the Ministry of Power created in March 2002 under the provisions of the
nation‘s 2001 Energy Conservation Act. The agency‘s function is to develop
programs which will increase the conservation and efficient use of energy in India.
The government has proposed to make it mandatory for all appliances in India to
have ratings by the BEE starting in January 2010.
(ii) According to centre for science and environment (CSE), both 1 and 3 are
correct. There is only option (d) whether such combination is possible.
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90. In the cities of our country, which among the following atmospheric
gases are normally considered in calculating the value of Air Quality
Index?

(

1. Carbon dioxide

)

2. Carbon monoxide

3. Nitrogen dioxide 4. Sulfur dioxide
5. Methane
Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

1, 2 and 3 only

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only

(c)

1, 4 and 5 only

(d) 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

Answer: (b)
Explantion: (i) The AQI level is based on the level of 8 atmospheric pollutants,
namely sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), suspended particulates smaller
than 10 µm in aerodynamic diameter (PM10), suspended particulates smaller than
2.5 µm in aerodynamic diameter (PM2.5), NH3, Pb, carbon monoxide (CO), and
ozone (O3) measured at the monitoring stations throughout. So by elimination we
are left with option ―b‖.
91. Consider the following pairs :
Terms sometimes seen in Their origin
the news
1. Annex—I Countries

Cartagena
Protocol

2. Certified Emissions

Nagoya

Reductions

Protocol

3. Clean Development

Kyoto Protocol

Mechanism
Which of the pairs given above is/are correctly matched?
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (c)
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Explanation: (i) The Kyoto Protocol separates countries into two groups.
Annex I includes developed nations, while Non-Annex I refers to developing
countries.
A CER is a certificate which is issued every time the United Nations prevents one
tonne of CO2 equivalent being emitted through carbon projects registered with
the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM).
(ii) All three terms are associated with Kyoto Protocol. Therefore, answer ―c‖ 3
only.

92. With reference to an initiative called „The Economics of Ecosystems
and Biodiversity (TEEB)‟, which of the following statements is/are
correct?
1.It is an initiative hosted by UNEP, IMF and World Economic Forum.
2.It is a global initiative that focuses on drawing attention to the economic
benefits of biodiversity.
3.It presents an approach that can help decision- makers recognize,
demonstrate and capture the value of ecosystems and biodiversity.
Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

1 and 2 only

(c)

2 and 3 only

(b) 3 only
(d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (c)
Explanation : (i) The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) is a
study led by Pavan Sukhdev. It is an international initiative to draw attention to
the global economic benefits of biodiversity. Its objective is to highlight the
growing cost of biodiversity loss and ecosystem and to draw together expertise
from the fields of science, economics and policy to enable practical actions.
(ii) As per the official page of the organization. 2 and 3 are correct, but there is
no mention of their association with UNEP, IMF. Hence 1st statement is wrong.
Accordingly answer is ―c‖
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93. Which of the following statements is/are correct? (

)

Proper design and effective implementation of UN- REDD+ Programme can
significantly contribute to
1.protection of biodiversity
2.resilience of forest ecosystems
3.poverty reduction
Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

1 and 2 only

(b) 3 only

(c)

2 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (a)
Explanation :(i) Reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation
(REDD) is a mechanism that has been under negotiation by the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) since 2005, with the
objective of mitigating climate change through reducing net emissions of
greenhouse gases

through

enhanced

forest

management

in

developing

countries.
(ii) Under REDD+ Developing country will have to prove the ‗result‘ they have
fought deforestation without harming local communities or biological diversity.
Only then, they‘ll get the Money. Therefore, 1 and 2 are correct.
Although REDD+ has galvanized significant support internationally, among both
developed and developing countries, its implications for poverty alleviation at
the local level remain unclear. hence 3rd statement is wrong. Therefore Answer
(a).
94. What is „Greenhouse Gas Protocol‟? (

)

(a) It is an international accounting tool for government and business

leaders

to

understand,

quantify

and

manage

greenhouse

gas

emissions
(b) It is an initiative of the United Nations to offer financial incentives to

developing countries to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to
adopt eco-friendly technologies
(c) It is an inter-governmental agreement ratified by all the member
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countries of the United Nations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
to specified levels by the year 2022
(d) It is one of the multilateral REDD+ initiatives hosted by the World

Bank
Answer: (a)
Explanation : (i) The Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol) is the most
widely used international accounting tool for government and business leaders
to understand, quantify, and manage greenhouse gas emissions. A decade-long
partnership between the World Resources Institute (WRI) and the World
Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), the GHG Protocol is
working with businesses, governments, and
(ii) A is correct according to their "ABOUT US" page
95. With reference to „Agenda 21‟, sometimes seen in the news,
consider the following statements : (

)

a. It is a global action plan for sustainable development
b. It originated in the World Summit on Sustainable Development held in
Johannesburg in 2002.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 only

(c)

Both 1 and 2

(d) Neither 1 nor 2

Answer: (a)
Explanation: Agenda 21 is a non-binding, voluntarily implemented action plan of
the United Nations with regards to sustainable development. It is a product of the
Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in 1992. Therefore, only first statement
right.
96.What is „Greenhouse Gas Protocol‟?
a.It is an international accounting tool for government and business
leaders

to

understand,

quantify

and

manage

greenhouse

gas

emissions
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b.It is an initiative of the United Nations to offer financial incentives to
developing countries to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to
adopt eco-friendly technologies
c.It is an inter-governmental agreement ratified by all the member
countries of the United Nations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
to specified levels by the year 2022
d.It is one of the multilateral REDD+ initiatives hosted by the World
Bank
Answer: (a)
Explanation : (i) The Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol) is the most
widely used international accounting tool for government and business leaders
to understand, quantify, and manage greenhouse gas emissions. A decade-long
partnership between the World Resources Institute (WRI) and the World
Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), the GHG Protocol is
working with businesses, governments, and
(ii) A is correct according to their "ABOUT US" page
97. What is/are the importance/importances of the „United Nations
Convention to Combat Desertification‟?
1.It aims to promote effective action through innovative national programs and
supportive inter-national partnerships.
2.It has a special/particular focus on South Asia and North Africa regions, and its
Secretariat facilitates the allocation of major portion of financial resources to these
regions.
3.It is committed to bottom-up approach, encouraging the participation of local
people in combating the desertification.
Select the correct answer using the code given below.
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

1 and 3 only

(d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (c)
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Explanation: (i) United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD)
aims to promote effective action through innovative national programmes and
supportive international partnerships. UNCCD is committed to a bottom-up
approach,

encouraging

the participation

of

local

people

in

combating

desertification.
(ii) As per of the convention, Statement 3 is right. But UNCCCD focuses on
Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, Northern Mediterra- nean and
Central and Eastern Europe. Hence state- ment 2 is wrong. Therefore, answer
(c).
98. According to the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972, which of the
following animals cannot be hunted by any person except under some
provisions provided by law?
1.Gharial

2.

(

)

Indian wild ass

3.

Wild buffalo

Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

1 and 3 only (d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (d)
Explanation:

The schedule 5 vermin- crow, fruitbat, mice and rat can be killed.

Since the animals given in above MCQ are outside that list hence answer is "D".
99.Due to some reasons, if there is a huge fall in the population of
species

of

butterflies,

what

could

be

its

likely

consequence/consequences?
1.Pollination of some plants could be adversely affected.
2.There could be a drastic increase in the fungal infections of some
ultivated plants.
3.It could lead to a fall in the population of some species of wasps, spiders
and birds.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

1 and 3 only (d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (c)
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Explanation:

Statement 1 is right (by common knowledge) but for the sake of

reference- NCERT Class 12 biology page 30! This eliminates "B". Second statement
should be wrong because of the extreme word "drastic". This eliminates "D".
Besides I'm unable to find any specific reference that mentions linkage between
butterfly population vs fungus infection. Birds and spiders tend to prey on
butterflies (by common knowledge) so statement 3 is a possible outcome.

100. In the context of solving pollution problems, what is/are the
advantage/advantages of bioremediation technique?
1.It is a technique for cleaning up pollution by enhancing the same biodegradation
process that occurs in nature.
2. Any contaminant with heavy metals such as cadmium and lead can be readily
and completely treated by bioremediation using micro-organisms.
3.Genetic engineering can be used to create microorganisms

specifically

designed for bioremediation.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
(a)

1 only

(b) 2 and 3 only

(c)

1 and 3 only (d) 1, 2 and 3

Answer: (c)
Explantion: Biosparging is an in-Situ Bioremediation techniques in which we
inject the air under pressure below the water table to enhance the rate of
biological degradation of contaminants by naturally occurring bacteria. Hence
statement 1 is right.
In Google Scholar search engine is filled with academic papers on genetic
engineering approaches to bioremediation. Hence 3 is also right. But not all
compounds are susceptible to rapid and complete

biodegradation, and

bioremediation often takes longer time than other treatment processes. So,
second statement unlikely to be correct. Hence, answer "C" 1 and 3 only.
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Topic: ఫాయతదేవo – ఴయఴశూహమం భమిము అన఼బంధ యంగహలు
మిచమం: ఫాయతదేవంలో దాదాు 64 % రజలఔు ఴయఴశూహమబే జీఴనాధాయం . ఴయఴశూహమం, దాని షంఫంధేతయ
ఴాతే
ు ల ఴలన లమంచే ఆదామం జాతీమ ఆదామంలో దాదాు 33 ఱహతం. ఴయఴశూహమ బూమి తఔుుఴగహ ఉండటం
ఴలన భనదేవంలో ఴయఴశూహమ ఔభతాలు చిననవిగహ ఉనానభ. దేవంలో షఖటు బూఔభతం 1.7 ఴెక్ాహయలు. శూహఖులో ఉనన
బూఔభతాలలో నాలుగింట భూడంతేలఔు ైగహ చినన భమిము ఉపహంత ఔభతాలు ఉనానభ .
101. ఈ క్్రంది ఏ ంటన఼ “ క్్ంగ్ ఆఫ్ ది పైఫర్” అని లుశూహుయల ?
A. రత్తు
B. జన఼భు
C. యఫబయల
D. పొ గహఔు
షభాధానం : A
విఴయణ : రత్తు యొఔు ఱహళు మ
నాభం “గహళమం ఴెమైబలమం’. దీనినే క్్ంగ్ ఆఫ్ ది పైఫర్ అని ఔడా లుశూహుయల.
ీ
ఇది ఆమన, ఉ ఆమన మైకా శీతోశణ భండలాలోు యలఖుతేంది. దీనినే తెలు ఫంగహయం అంటాయల. రత్తులో చెైనా తయలరహత
ఇండిమా ఉతపత్తు లో మండఴ శూహానంలో ఉంది. అభతే రంచంలో అతయధిఔ విళు యణ ంలో భన దేవం ండిషు ఼ననది.

102. ముదటి టిాఔన఼ మండఴ టిాఔతో జతయచి , క్్ంద ఇఴవఫడిన క్ోడ్స్ న఼ంచి షమిభైన జరహఫులు ఎంఔ
చేముభు ?
టిాఔ-I

టిాఔ-II

i) ఫ్లు మీఔలచర్

a) పలాలు

ii) పల మి ఔలచర్

b) ఔయగహమలు

iii) విటి ఔలచర్

c) ుఴువలు
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iv) ఒలెమీ ఔలచర్

d) దారక్ష

A) i-b, ii-d, iii-a, iv-c

B) i-a, ii-c, iii-d, iv-b

C) i-c, ii-a, iii-d, iv-b

D) i-b, ii-a, iii-d, iv-c

జరహఫు: C
విఴయణ:


ఫ్లు మిఔలచర్ లేదా ఫ్ు ఴర్ ఫహమిమంగ్ అనేది ుఴువలు భమిము ఆఔుల ముఔులన఼ ంచడం భమిము భాముటింగ్
చేమడం ఖుమించి అధయమనం చేషు ఼ంది.



పల మి ఔలచర్ అనేది ండెు, పలాలన఼ ంచండం ఖుమించి అధయమనం చేషు ఼ంది.



విటిఔలచర్ అనేది దారక్ష శూహఖు, యక్షణ భమిము ఆయలఫమట క్హయయఔలాపహలు నియవఴంచే విషు ాత దం.



ఒలెమీ ఔలచర్ అనేది ఔయగహమల ఉతపత్తు , నిలవ, పహరళళంగ్ భమిము భాముటింగ్ చేమడం ఖుమించి
అధయమనం చేషు ఼ంది.

103. ' ఆమైశన్ ు డ్స'ఔు భమోఔ ేయల ?
A. ఫూ
ు మఴలయశన్
B. రహటర్ మఴలయశన్
C. ంక్ మఴలయశన్
D. రైట్ మఴలయశన్

షభాధానం : D
విఴయణ : ఆమైశన్ ు డ్స'ఔు ఖల భమోఔ ేయల రైట్ మఴలయశన్. దీనినే ఱవవత విు ఴం అని ఔడా అంటాయల. ఱవవత విు ఴ
తాభసృడె- ఴమీీస్ ఔుమిమన్. ఆమైశన్ ు డ్స అనే క్హయయఔరభం 1970 లో పహరయంబబైనది. దీని యొఔు భుకయ ఉదేేవయం:
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గహరమీణ ఉతపత్తు దాయలలన఼ టా ణ వినియోఖదాయలలన఼ ఔలడం. రషు ఼తం రంచంలో పహల ఉతపత్తు లో ఫాయతదేవం
ముదటి శూహానంలో ఉంది.
104. „జూమ్ ' అంటే ఏమిటి ?
A. ఔ యఔబైన ఴయఴశూహమం
B. ఔ యఔబైన ళంగింగ్ ఫాళుట్
C. ఔ పొ డి రదేవంలో ఉనన నదీ లోమ
D. ఔ ఆదిరహళ నాతయo
షభాధానం : A
విఴయణ : జూమ్ అంటే ఔ యఔబైన ఴయఴశూహమం. దీనినే విశూహున/ పల డె ఴయఴశూహమం అని లుశూహుయల. ఇది గిమిజన఼లు
చేము ఴయఴశూహమం. దీనిలో చెటున఼ క్హయౌచ ంట బూభులుగహ భాయలచతాయల. అశూహ్ం భమిము ఈఱహనయ మహశుహాాలలో చేళే
పల డె ఴయఴశూహమానిన జూమ్ అని లుశూహుయల. అశూహ్ంలోని ఔమీబ అంగహుంగ్ జిలాులో జూమ్ శూహఖు అతయంత భుకయబైన
దేశీమ ఴయఴశూహమ విధానాలలో ఔటి.
105 . ఈ క్్రంది రహటిని జతయచండి?
ంటలు

ఱహళు మ
ీ నాభాలు

i) జొనన

a) జిమబేస్

ii) గోధ఼భ

b) శూొ యీ మ్ ఴలేీర్

iii) ముఔు జొనన
iv) షజజ

c) నినళటo టైపహభడమ్
d) టిట
ర ిఔం ఎళాఴమ్

A) i-a, ii-b, iii-c, iv-d

B) i-b, ii-d, iii-a , iv-c

C) i-d, ii-a, iii-c , iv-b

D) i-c, ii-d, iii-a, iv-d

జరహఫు : B
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విఴయణ: జొనన యొఔు ఱహళు మ
నాభo – శూొ యీ మ్ ఴలేీర్. దీనిని ేద రహని ఆశృయం అని, క్బల్ క్హరప్ అని లుశూహుయల.
ీ
దీనినే great millet అని ఔడా లుశూహుయల.
గోధ఼భ యొఔు ఱహళు మ
నాభo – టిట
ర ిఔం ఎళాఴమ్. ఇది షభశీతోశణ భండలు ంట. ముతు ం ఴయఴశూహమ బూమిలో
ీ
18% గోధ఼భ ంట ండిషు ఼నానయల.
ముఔు జొనన యొఔు ఱహళు మ
నాభo – జిమబేస్. ఈ ంటన఼ ఎఔుుఴగహ అబమిక్హ, చెైనా దేఱహలోు ండిశూు హయల.
ీ
రధానంగహ దక్షిణ ఫాయత దేవం లో అధిఔంగహ ండిశూు హయల.
షజజ యొఔు ఱహళు మ
నాభo - నినళటo టైపహభడమ్. దీనిని pearl మిలెుట్ అని లుశూహుయల. ఈ ంటన఼ ేదరహని
ీ
ంట అని లుశూహుయల.
106.ఈ క్్రంది రహటిని జతయచండి?
మిఱోధన క్ైందరం

మహశా ంా

i) క్ైందర ూల ముఔుల మిఱోధన క్ైందరం

a) ళభు ా (ఴభాచల్ రదేశ్)

ii) క్ైందర ఫంగహళ ద఼ంల మిఱోధన క్ైందరం

b) లక్ోన (ఉతు యరదేశ్)

iii) ఫాయత ఔయగహమల మిఱోధన క్ైందరం

c) ూణే (భశృమహశా )ా

iv) క్ైందర ఓశధ భమిము ష఼రహషన ఇచేచ ముఔుల మిఱోధన క్ైందరం

d) రహమహణాళ( ఉతు యరదేశ్)

A) i-b, ii-d, iii-a, iv-c

B) i-c, ii-a, iii-d, iv-b

C) i-a, ii-d, iii-c, iv-b

D) i-b, ii-a, iii-d, iv-c

జరహఫు: B
విఴయణ: ఫాయత దేవం లో ఖల క్ొనిన మిఱోధన క్ైందారలు భమిము అవి ఏమహపటు చేమఫడిన మహశుహాాలు.


క్ైందర ూల ముఔుల మిఱోధన క్ైందరం - ూణే (భశృమహశా )ా



క్ైందర ఫంగహళ ద఼ంల మిఱోధన క్ైందరం - ళభు ా (ఴభాచల్ రదేశ్)



ఫాయత ఔయగహమల మిఱోధన క్ైందరం - రహమహణాళ( ఉతు యరదేశ్)



క్ైందర ఓశధ భమిము ష఼రహషన ఇచేచ ముఔుల మిఱోధన క్ైందరం - లక్ోన (ఉతు యరదేశ్)
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107 . “Agriculture” అనేది ఏ ఫాశుహ దభు న఼ండి ఉదభవించింది ?
A. గీరఔు
B. ఇంగీీశే
C. లాటిన్
D. పరంచ్

షభాధానం : C
విఴయణ : ―Agriculture‖ అనేది లాటిన్ ఫాశుహ దభు న఼ండి ఉదభవించింది. Agri అనగహ భటిా, culture అనగహ
శూహఖు చేముట అని అయాo. జాతీమ మైతే దినోత్ఴంన఼ డిళంఫర్ 23 న అలాగై అంతమహజతీమ మైతే దినోత్ఴంన఼ అక్ోాఫర్
12 న నియవఴశూహుయల.

108 . ఫాయతదేవంలో ంటలన఼ నాలుఖు యక్హలుగహ ఴమీీఔమించాయల. అవి ఏవి?
A. ఉదాయన ంటలు
B. రహణిజయ ంటలు
C. తోట ంటలు
D. ఆశృయ ంటలు
E. ైఴన్నన
షభాధానం : E
విఴయణ : ఫాయతదేవంలో ంటలు:- ఫాయతదేవంలోని ంటలన఼ 4 యక్హలుగహ ఴమీీఔమించఴచ఼చ. అవి
1 ) ఆశృయ ంటలు : ఴమి , గోధ఼భ , ముఔుజొనన , జొనన , షజజ , మహఖులు , ుపధానాయలు
2) రహణిజయ ంటలు: త్తు , పొ గహఔు , జన఼భు , చెయలఔు , నఽనగింజలు
3) తోట ంటలు: క్హప , తేమాఔు , క్ొఫబమి , యఫబయల , ష఼ఖంధదరరహయలు
4) ఉదాయన ంటలు: ండెు , ూలు, ఔయగహమలు
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109. ఫాయతదేవంలో ఎఔుుఴగహ లమంచే త్తు యఔం ఏదీ?
A. మీడిమం శూహాల్ క్హటన్
B. లాంగ్ శూహాల్ క్హటన్
C. శుహర్ా శూహాల్ క్హటన్
D. ైఴన్నన
షభాధానం : B
విఴయణ : రత్తులో యక్హలు : MCU 5, MCU 4, ఔయయయణ్, విజమ, ఇండో ర్ - 2
లాంగ్ శూహాల్ క్హటన్ : పొ డరైన ైఫయల 24-27 మి.మీ.పొ డఴు ఔయౌగి ఉంటాభ. ఇది ంజాబ్, సమహయనా,భశృమహశా ,ా
తమిళనాడె, ఆంధరద
ర ేశ్, తెలంగహణ, భధయరదేశ్, ఖుజమహతు లో ండెతేంది. ఇది 50%

భనదేవంలో ఉతపత్తు

అఴుతేంది.
మీడిమం శూహాల్ క్హటన్ : ఇది 20 మి.మీ న఼ంచి 24 మి.మీ పొ డఴు ఉంటుంది. 44% భన దేవంలో ండెతేంది.
మహజశూహాన్, ంజాబ్, తమిళనాడె
శుహర్ా శూహాల్ క్హటన్ : 20 మి.మీ ఔంటే తఔుుఴ పొ డఴు ఉంటుంది. 6% భాతరబే ండెతేంది.ఉతు యరదేశ్,ఆంధరద
ర ేశ్,
తెలంగహణ.
110. ఈ క్్రంది ఏ ంటన఼ “గోలెె న్ పైఫర్” అని లుశూహుయల ?
E. త్తు
F. పొ గహఔు
G. యఫబయల
H. జన఼భు
షభాధానం : D
విఴయణ : జన఼భు ( Jute):-ఇది ఆమన మైక భండల ంట. క్రర.వ. 800 న఼ంచి భన దేవంలో ండించఫడెతేంది.
ఇండిమా రంచంలో ముదటి శూహానం. దీనిని ‗Golden Fibre' అంటాయల.దీనిని ఫులెుట్ పూ
ూ ఫ్ జాక్ట్ తమామీలో
ఉయోగిశూు హయల.
జన఼భు ఔండాలన఼ నానఫెటా ి నాయన఼ తీమడానిన మోటింగ్ అంటాయల. జన఼భు యొఔు 2-4 మీటర్్ యలఖుతేంది.
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Topic: ఫాయతదేవ - నైషమిీఔ షవయౄం

మిచమం : ఫాయత ఉకండం ఔ విఱహల క్షైతీరమ బూఫాఖ విషు ాత్తని ఔయౌగి ఉంది. ఈ ఉకండంలో ఫౌత్తఔంగహ వివిధ
యౄుమైకలు ఔనిశూు హభ. అవి యవతాలు, ఠబూభులు, బైదానాలు. తీయ పహరంతాలు ముదలెైనవి. భన దేఱహనిన
షఽ
ా లంగహ ఐద఼ రధాన బూషవయౄ పహలుగహ విబజించఴచ఼చ. అవి: 1. ఴభాలమాలు 2. ఉతు య బైదానం 3.
దీవఔలపఫాయతదేవం 4. ఎడామి పహరంతం 5. తీయ బైదానాలు, దీఴులు ఈ రధాన విఫాగహల నిమిమత్త, ఎతే
ు , మిరహసం,
శీతోశణ ళా త్త
 , భాత్తు ఔలు, ఴాక్ష జంతేజాలాలో షపశా బైన తేడాన఼ భనం ఖభనించఴచ఼చ.

111. క్్రంది రహనిని జతయలచభు.
యవతాలు

ఉదాసయణలు

i. నవీన భుడత.

A. ఆమహఴయ

ii. ుమహతన భుడత

B. ఫాుక్ పహమస్ా

iii. కండ యవతాలు.

C. అలేబమన్,ఆమహఴయ

iv. యశిశా .

D. ఆండీస్, అటాుస్

a) i-D, ii-B, iii-A, iv-C.

b) i-D,ii-C,iii-B,iv-A

c) i-A,ii-B,iii-C,iv-D.

d) i-D,ii-C,iii-A,iv-B

జరహఫు: b
విఴయణ: నవీన భుడెత యవతాలు గహ లుఴఫడిన ఆండీస్ యవతాలు దక్షిణ అబమిక్హ కండంలో ఉనానభ. ఈ
యవతాలు భంచ఼ తో ఔపఫడి ఉనానభ. ఆండీస్ యవత ఱవరణి రన఼జులా, క్ొలంబమా దేఱహలలో విషు మించి
ఉనానభ. ుమహతన భడత యవతాలఔు అలేచిమన్ ఠబూమి భమిము క్ొండ యవతాలఔు ఫాుక్ ఫహమస్ా
యవతాలు జయమన్నలో ఉనానభ. మిశిశా యవతాలు అంటే గహయౌ ఎండఔు మహడి జమిగి యవతాలు ఎతే
ు తఔుుఴగహ
ఉండటం ఴలన జయలఖుతేంది.
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112) ఈ క్్రంది రహనిని జతయచండి.
ఔన఼భ.

మహశా భ
ా ు

i. జోజిలా

A. అయలణాచల్ రదేశ్

ii. నిథిలా

B. శిచభ ఫెంగహల్

iii. నాథ఼

C. ఉతు మహకండ్స

iv.ఫొ మిమడాయౌ

D. జభూమక్హశీమర్

a) i-D, ii-C, iii-A, iv-B.

b) i-B,ii-D,iii-c,iv-a

c) i-A,ii-B,iii-C,iv-D.

d) i-D,ii-C,iii-B,iv-A

జరహఫు: d
విఴయణ: ఫో జిలా ఔన఼భ జభూమక్హశీమర్ మహశా ంా లో ఉననది. నిథిలా ఔన఼భ ఉతు మహకండ్స పహరంతంలో ఉంది. నాథ఼ల
ఔన఼భ శిచభ ఫెంగహల్ మహశా ంా లో ఉంది. ఫొ భమదాయౌ ఔన఼భ అయలణాచల్ రదేశ్ మహశా ంా లో ఉంది . ఔన఼భలు రేషవి
విడిది శూహాభ అని చెపఴచ఼చ.
113) ఈ క్్రంది రహనిలో షమిక్హనిది ఏది?
a) మండె నద఼ల భధయ ఉనన బైదాన పహరంతం- డ బ్
b) ఆమహఴయౌు యవతాలఔు తూయలపన ఉనన ఠబూమి భాలావ ఠబూమి
c) అయవింద్ యవతాలలో ఎతెు న
త శికయం ఖుయల ఱవకర్.
d) ఴభాదిర ఴభాలమాలు ఴభాలమ యవత పహదాల అని లుశూహుయల.
జరహఫు: d
విఴయణ: మండె నద఼ల భధయ పహరంతలన఼ అంతమైవది భమిము డో బ్ అని లుఴఴచ఼చ. ఆమహఴయ యవతాలన఼ ఆ
విశిశా యవతాలు అంటాయల ఈ యవతాలఔు తూయలపన ఉనన ఠబూమిని భాలావ ఠబూమి అంటాయల.
యవతాలలో

ఆమహఴయ

ఎతెు న
త శికయం ఖుయల శికర్. ఇది భ ంట్ అఫూ క్ొండలోు ఉంటుంది భమిము దీని ఎతే
ు 1722మీ.
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ఉంటుంది. ఴభన్న నద఼లన఼ భంచ఼ భనిల అని లుశూహుయల. శిరహయౌక్ యవత ఱవరణి ఴభాలమ యవత ఫహద ఱవరణి అని
లుశూహుయల.
114) క్్రంది రహనిని జతయలచభు.
శిలలు

కనిజాలు

i) దాయవడ్స శిల.

A) ఆగిన శిల

ii) గ ండావనా శిల.

B) టరరయౌమం

iii) దఔున్ శిల.

C) ఫొ ఖుీ

iv) మహజభండిర శిల.

D) ుమహతన శిల

a) i-D, ii-C, iii-A, iv-B.

b) i-B,ii-D,iii-c,iv-a

c) i-A,ii-B,iii-C,iv-D.

d) i-C,ii-D,iii-B,iv-A

జరహఫు: a
విఴయణ: అత్త ుమహతనబైన శిలలన఼ ధామహవడ్స శిలలు అంటాయల. ఫొ ఖుీ లమంచే శిలలు గ ండావనా శిలలు.

అగిన

శిలలు ఉండే పహరంతం దఔున్ శిల పహరంతం. టరరయౌమం నిక్షైపహలు మహజభండిర శిలలో ఎఔుుఴగహ లమంచ఼న఼.
115) ళంశృచలం క్ొండలు ఆంధర రదేశ్ ఏ జిలాులో ఉనానభ.
a) ఔాశణ

b)ఖుంటృయల

c)విఱహకటనం

d) రక్హవం

జరహఫు: c
విఴయణ: ఔాశుహణ జిలాులో క్ొండయౌు క్ొండలు, ఖుంటృయల జిలాులో నాగహయలజనశూహఖర్ క్ొండలు ఉనానభ. విఱహకటనంలో
ళంశృచలం క్ొండలు ఔలఴు భమిము ఈ క్ొండలలో నయళంస శూహవమి దేరహలమం రళది చెందింది. రక్హవం జిలాులో
భామహుూర్ లఔలఔు రళది చెందాభ.
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Topic: ఫాయతదేవ ఉనిక్్
116.షమిసద఼ి యంగహ ఫాయతదేవం తో ఎఔుుఴ క్్ . మీ. న఼ండి తఔుుఴ క్్. మీ. ఉనన దేఱహల ఔరభం క్్రంది
రహనిలో ఏది ?
a) పహక్్శూా హన్, చెైనా, ఫంగహుదేశ్, భమనామర్.
b) ఫంగహుదేశ్, చెైనా, పహక్్శూా హన్, భమనామర్
c) భమనామర్, పహక్్శూా హన్, చెైనా, ఫంగహుదేశ్
d) చెైనా,పహక్్శూా హన్, ఫంగహుదేశ్, భమనామర్
షభాధానం : b
విఴయణ :- పొ యలఖు దేఱహలతో షమిసద఼ే ంచ఼ఔుంటునన ఫాయతదేవ మహశుహాాలు భమిము క్ైందర పహయౌత
పహరంతాలు:

ఫంగహుదేశ్ (4096 క్్. మీ.)- శిచభ ఫెంగహల్



చెైనా (3917 క్్. మీ.)- లడాక్



పహక్్శూా హన్(3310 క్్. మీ.)- ంజాబ్,



భమనామర్ (1456 క్్. మీ.)-అయలణాచాలరదేశ్

117.క్్రంది రహనిలో షమిక్హనిది ?
దేవం

షమిసద఼ేలు

a) నేపహల్

- మూ, భశృర్, శిచభ ఫెంగహల్

b) ఫంగహుదేశ్ - శిచభ ఫెంగహల్, త్తరుయ, మిజోయం
c) చెైనా

- ళక్్ుం, అయలణాచల్ రదేశ్, ఴభాచల్ రదేశ్

d) బూటాన్

- నాగహలాండ్స, భణిూర్,మిజోయం

షభాధానం : d
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విఴయణ :


బూటాన్ దేవం ఫాయత దేవంలోని ళక్్ుం, అయలణాచల్ రదేశ్, అశూహ్ం భమిము శిచభ ఫెంగహల్
మహశుహాాలతో షమిసద఼ే ంచ఼ఔుంటుంది.



నేపహల్ దేవం మూ, భశృర్, శిచభ ఫెంగహల్, ఉతు మహకండ్స మహశుహాాలతో షమిసద఼ే ంచ఼ఔుంటుంది.



ఫంగహుదేశ్ దేవం శిచభ ఫెంగహల్, త్తరుయ, మిజోయం, అశూహ్ం భమిము బేగాలమ మహశుహాాలతో
షమిసద఼ే ంచ఼ఔుంటుంది.



చెైనా దేవం ళక్్ుం, అయలణాచల్ రదేశ్, ఴభాచల్ రదేశ్ భమిము ఉతు మహకండ్స మహశుహాాలతో షమిసద఼ే
ంచ఼ఔుంటుంది.

118. ఫాయతదేవంలో నఽతనంగహ 2019 లో ఏయపడిన క్ైందర పహయౌత పహరంతాలు ఏవి ?
1. పహండిచేచమి
2. లడాక్
3. చండీఖఢ్
4. జభూమ & క్హశీమర్

a) 1 భమిము 2
b) 1 భమిము 3
c) 2 భమిము 4
d) 3 భమిము 4
షభాధానం : c
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విఴయణ : 2019, అక్ోాఫర్ 31 న క్ైందర పహయౌత పహరంతాలుగహ అఴతమించిన జభూమ & క్హశీమర్ భమిము లడాక్.
పహక్ ఆఔరమిత ఔశీమర్ ( రోక్ై ) జభూమఔశీమమోు ఉండగహ

, గియౌీత్ ఫయౌాశూు హన్ లడాఖ్ లో ఉంది . రోక్ై లోని

భుజపమహఫాద్ ఫాయత షమిసద఼ేగహ ఉంది . తాజా భాయప్ రక్హయం లడాఖ్ మండె జిలాులన఼ ( క్హమిీల్
ఔయౌగి ఉంది . పహత ఔశీమర్ మహశా ంా లో 14 జిలాులు ఉండగహ

, లేహ్ )

, అంద఼లోని లడాఖ్ , లేసన఼ లడాఖ్ క్ైందరపహయౌత

పహరంతంలో చేమహచయల . ఇంద఼లో క్హమిీల్ జిలాున఼ క్ొతు గహ ఏమహపటు చేఱహయల . క్హమిీలు ో ఔయౌ మండె క్ైందర పహయౌత
పహరంతాలోు భమో 14 జిలాులన఼ అదనంగహ ఏమహపటు చేఱహయల . దీంతో మండె క్ైందరపహయౌత పహరంతాలోు ఔయౌ 28
జిలాులు ఏమహపటమాయభ .

119. క్్రంది రహనిని జతయచండి ?
క్ైందర పహయౌత పహరంతo

మహజధాని

1. అండభాన్ నిక్ోఫార్ దీఴులు

A. శీరనఖర్

2. లక్ష దీఴులు

B. ఔఴయటటా

3. దాదార నఖర్ సరేయౌ

C. పల ర్ా ఫెు భర్

4. జభూమ & క్హశీమర్

D.ళలవశూహ

a) 1- C, 2- B, 3- D, 4- A
b) 1- C, 2- A, 3- D, 4- B
c) 1- A, 2- C, 3- D, 4- B
d) 1- A, 2- B, 3- D, 4- C

షభాధానం : a
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విఴయణ : ఫాయత దేవం లో ముతు ం 9 క్ైందర పహయౌత పహరంతాలు ఔలఴు. అంద఼లో



అండభాన్ నిక్ోఫార్ దీఴులు యొఔు మహజధాని పల ర్ా ఫెు భర్
లక్ష దీఴులు యొఔు మహజధాని ఔఴయటటా



దాదార నఖర్ సరేయౌ యొఔు మహజధాని ళలవశూహ శీరనఖర్



జభూమ & క్హశీమర్ యొఔు మహజధాని శీరనఖర్

120.ఈ క్్రంది రహక్హయలలో షమిభైన దానిని ఖుమిoచండి
ు
?
i.

లక్ష దీఴులలో అత్త దే దీవి మినిక్హయ్.

ii.

లక్ష దీఴులన఼, భాయ్ేఴులన఼ రేయల చేషు ఼ననది – 8 డిగల
ీర చానల్

iii.

ష఼ఴేయ – మినిక్హయ్ దీఴులన఼ రేయల చేషు ఼ననది – 9 డిగల
ీర చానల్

a) i , ii భాతరబే
b) ii, iii భాతరబే
c) i, iii భాతరబే
d) i, ii భమిము iii
షభాధానం : d
విఴయణ:- లక్ష దీఴులలో అత్త దే దీవి మినిక్హయ్. దీనిఖుండా 8 డిగీర ల చానల్ పల ఴుచ఼ననది.

ఇధి లక్ష

దీఴులన఼, భాయ్ేఴులన఼ ఔడా రేయల చేషు ఼ననది. లక్ష దీఴులలో అత్తచినన దీవి బతార దీవి. ష఼ఴేయ దీవిని
దాని దిఖుఴన ఉనన మినిక్హయ్ దీఴులన఼ రేయల చేషు ఼ననది – 9 డిగల
ీర చానల్.
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